Espionage Equipment

The following equipment was invented/used during the
Late 1930’s and throughout World War II. None of these
items have a “Cost” as they are not commonly available.
Aviator Watch.
T`his is a standard
oversized aviator watch with one minor
modification. The wind/time set dial is
designed to be pulled out and has an
attached two foot piano wire, designed to
be used as a garrote.
Pocket Watch. This is a standard silver
pocket watch, designed with a false back.
Within the back are two small wires and
detonators, designed to be used as a timer
device for use with the Nobel 808 plastic
explosive.
Combat Belt. This heavy leather
belt is equipped with different
hidden items. First, the belt
buckle is a slip knife. It is a
simple weapon, cannot be
thrown, and does 0L damage.
Second, there are 25
British Gold Sovereigns (“Kings”) hidden in it
and third, there are is a small quantity of Nobel
808 (plastic explosive).
There is enough
explosive here to break an iron lock (or cell
door lock), blow open a standard door, or
perhaps disable a normal vehicle. It is a Tough
(3) Difficulty if actively searching someone to
find any of these items.
Pistol Pen. This working
heavyweight “Gentleman's
Fountain Pen” has a hidden
pistol cartridge and trigger
mechanism which contains
a .380 cartridge.
The pistol is
single shot, does
1L damage, and
has a Range of 10
feet. The pistol
can be reloaded as an attack action, but cannot
be disguised as a normal pen after being fired.
Sykes-Fairbarin Commando Knife. One of
the best combat knives ever developed, this
weapon is made from hardened steel and is
virtually unbreakable. Its Strength/Speed/
Weight are the same as that of a normal

Dagger, but has a Damage of 2L due to it’s exceptional
quality.
Fedora. This appears
to be a normal men’s
hat (available in several
colors and texturesrough
“weathered”
look is extra), but it has
a few hidden items
within it. First, it has a
small set of high
quality
L ockp icks
hidden within the internal head band. Second, it has a
curved blade knife hidden with the outer headband
(cannot be thrown and does 0L damage) and third, it has
a small compartment used for smuggling small pieces of
paper or film negatives. It is a Tough (3) Difficulty if
actively searching someone to find any of these items.
Riga
Spy
Camera
(Minox).
This small
camera (3/4” tall by 31/2” wide x 1” deep)
uses an 8 x 11 mm
negative film with no
flash. It can take up to 8
pictures on one roll (and
must be changed in a
dark room).

Douglass Lighter. This normal looking
lighter comes in two varieties, one is
equipped with a storage compartment
for film or notes, the other is paced with
gunpowder or Nobel 808 and can be
used as an improvised explosive to
open a locked door or jail cell.
Utility Shoe. This normal looking pair of
men’s shoes is equipped with several small
storage compartments. Space in either heel
can be used to store objects the size of a .45
caliber bullet in thickness (a total of 4 bullets
could be stored in either heel) and a narrow
space in the tongue can store film or notes. It
is a Tough (3)
Difficulty
if
a c t i v e l y
searching
someone
to
find any of
these items.
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